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Box 59, Folder 12, Helsinki Agreement, 1978.
Dear Friend:

In light of our common interest in and concern for the Helsinki Agreement and its implementation, we thought you might like a copy of the debate and vote on House Concurrent Resolution 624 expressing the sense of the Congress that the Helsinki Final Act, as well as international law, guarantees the right of members of the Public Groups to Promote Observance of the Helsinki Agreement in the USSR to pursue their lawful activities, and urging the President to continue to express U.S. opposition to the imprisonment of members of the Soviet Helsinki groups.

The Resolution unanimously passed the House of Representatives on May 18th and the Senate on May 22nd and expresses, we believe, the Congress' and the American people's anger and indignation at this flagrant Soviet violation of the Helsinki Agreement.

Thank you for your continued interest, and please feel free to contact the Commission if you have any questions or comments.

Sincerely,

DANTE B. FASCELL
Chairman

CLAIBORNE PELL
Co-Chairman
PROMOTING OBSERVANCE OF HELSINKI AGREEMENT

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that the Committee on International Relations be discharged from further consideration of the concurrent resolution (H. Con. Res. 624) expressing the sense of the Congress that the Helsinki Final Act, as well as international law, guarantees the right of the members of the public groups to promote observance of the Helsinki Agreement in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics to pursue their lawful activities, and urging the President to continue to express U.S. opposition to the imprisonment of members of the Soviet Helsinki groups, and ask for its immediate consideration in the House.

The Clerk read the title of the concurrent resolution.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Wisconsin?

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Reserving the right to object, Mr. Speaker, can the gentleman explain basically why it is necessary to bring this concurrent resolution up under unanimous-consent request and then, second, what the concurrent resolution is?

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ROUSSELOT. I am glad to yield to the distinguished chairman, the gentleman from Wisconsin.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, I thank the gentleman for yielding.

It is my intention to explain the concurrent resolution in my remarks and to recognize any Member who desires to speak on the concurrent resolution if the unanimous-consent request is granted.

I might point out to the gentleman that he is a cosponsor of the concurrent resolution.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. I know I am, but in view of the debate on the previous request for a unanimous consent, it was my feeling that the House should have a complete understanding of the bill being offered.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. And I know he does not sign his name or agree to cosponsor a resolution unless he knows what it is in it.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Further reserving the right to object, Mr. Speaker, I was just asking that the full House have an understanding of what the issue is. You are correct in saying that I do not agree to cosponsor legislation unless I know what it is.

Has the committee considered this concurrent resolution?

Mr. ZABLOCKI. No; the committee has not considered the concurrent resolution.

But while the committee has not considered it, I think it is very timely. As you know, Mr. Yuri Orlov was convicted and sentenced to 7 years in prison last night in the Soviet Union. I think that the House should express its disappointment and displeasure over the fact that the Soviet Union is not living up to the Helsinki accord which it has agreed to as quickly as possible.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Further reserving the right to object, Mr. Speaker, the gentleman can assure us that the majority and minority members of this committee are aware of this resolution and there is no great objection to it; is that correct?

Mr. ZABLOCKI. There is no objection to it; no.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ROUSSELOT. I yield to the gentleman from Alabama.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Speaker, I confirm what the distinguished chairman, the gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. Zablocki), has said. The concurrent resolution is cosponsored by a number of members of the committee on both sides of the aisle, and I think the majority of the committee is well aware of and is supportive of the resolution.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Further reserving the right to object, Mr. Speaker, I, as a cosponsor of this concurrent resolution, believe that it is an important resolution. I support the resolution. However, I felt, in view of the last colloquy we had on another unanimous-consent request, that it should be understood by the full House that a majority of the members of the committee feel it is now appropriate to bring this up.

To the best of the knowledge of the chairman (Mr. Zablocki), there is no objection or major question raised by any member of the Committee on International Relations or any position that needs to be protected; is that correct?

Mr. ZABLOCKI. If the gentleman will yield further, that is correct.

There is bipartisan support for it by a majority of the members of the committee.

This morning as an additional House concurrent resolution was introduced with 15 cosponsors. There are now over 40 Members who have cosponsored this particular concurrent resolution.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Can the gentleman assure us that we will have a vote on this issue?

Mr. ZABLOCKI. If a vote is asked for.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. Will the chairman ask for the vote?

Mr. ZABLOCKI. I will ask for a vote.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. I thank the gentleman.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ROUSSELOT. I yield to the gentleman from Alabama.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Speaker, I want to point out that our colleague from New York (Mr. Gilman) circulated an identical resolution (H. Con. Res. 625). The gentleman from New York has some 18 cosponsors. I believe, from this side of the aisle, many of whom are members of the committee.

Mr. ROUSSELOT. I appreciate my distinguished colleagues' remarks. I am aware of Mr. Gilman's support on this important resolution, and agree with him that it should be brought up immediately.
Mr. Speaker, I withdraw my reservation of objection.

The SPEAKER. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Wisconsin?

There was no objection.

The Clerk read the concurrent resolution as follows:

Resolved by the House of Representatives (the Senate concurring) in the sense of the Congress that, in conformity with the Helsinki Final Act, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and basic standards of justice, the unjustly imprisoned members and affiliates of the Soviet Helsinki Groups should be granted their freedom and allowed to pursue their lawful activities on behalf of basic human rights without further harassment.

Sec. 2. The Congress urges the President, the Secretary of State, and other appropriate executive branch officials to continue to express anew officially and in the strongest terms the opposition of the United States to the imprisonment of members of the Helsinki Groups.

Sec. 3. The Clerk of the House of Representatives shall transmit copies of this resolution to the Soviet Ambassador to the United States, to the Chairman of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The SPEAKER. The gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. ZABLOCKI) is recognized for 1 minute.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, I yield myself such time as I may consume.

(Mr. ZABLOCKI asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of House Concurrent Resolution 624, expressing the sense of the Congress that the Helsinki Final Act, as well as the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, were designed to promote observance of the Helsinki Agreement in the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

Mr. Speaker, two years ago this month a group of Soviet citizens embarked on the path of conscience and civic responsibility. They formed what has come to be known as the Helsinki Watch, a group dedicated to monitoring their government's implementation of the promises given by 35 states—the United States included—in the August 1975, Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe.

That Helsinki accord might have passed relatively unnoticed but for that initiative in Moscow. To the majority of Western commentators the complex, nonbinding agreement seemed a relatively unimportant compromise of Eastern interest in consolidating Communist political stability with Western political and economic flexibility in the development of détente. The Moscow Helsinki Watch, quickly joined by similar citizens' groups in Ukraine, Lithuania, Georgia, and Armenia, however, perceived the real novelty and enduring value of the accord: The promise it held that states would perform their domestic conduct to international standards of human rights.

The splendid contribution of the Soviet Helsinki Watch was the effort to make that promise real. By the simple, straightforward, and completely open device of documenting problems of human rights behavior in their own society, they stimulated an international interest in the Helsinki context. Every report they filed—and the total now runs close to 40, amounting to several hundred pages—typically mailed to Western governments at the same time it was released to Western correspondents in the U.S.S.R. and sent to officials of the other signatory states.

This was no secret conspiracy, no subterfuge plot against the stability or prestige of the Soviet regime. No bombs were thrown; no arms were cached; no violence was fomented. Rather—like a public health campaign—it was an open effort of the Soviet Helsinki Watch to make the Helsinki accord come to life as a means of obtaining hope for a better life, to improve the condition of their lives, to encourage sympathetic witnesses and to impartial observers. Now, this week, the founder of the first group, physicist Yuri Orlov, has been put on trial in Moscow and sentenced to 7 years in prison and 5 years in internal exile after more than 15 months of isolation from his family and friends. In the Georgian capital of Tbilis, Zviad Gamaskhurda and Merab Kostava, two founding members of the Georgian public group to promote observance of the Helsinki Agreement in the U.S.S.R., have been put on trial and sentenced to terms of imprisonment for the crime of promoting Helsinki accord—calls to question their good faith as participants in détente. It is time to awaken them to the fact that by disregarding one set of international agreements—the Helsinki accord—they undermine their reliability in all such undertakings.

The concurrent resolution introduced yesterday on the Soviet Helsinki Watch should be taken by Soviet officials as seriously as any proposal which comes before this Committee with a forceful expression of concern over the unjust treatment of 22 courageous individuals. It is a timely reminder that the Congress of the United States perceives, as Martin Luther King I and King II have said, anywhere where there is a threat to justice everywhere. I am proud to sponsor this resolution.
and hopeful that it will help relations between the United States and the Soviet Union develop toward a stable detente, rooted in mutual respect for human rights everywhere.

Mr. Speaker, the Soviet Union has demonstrated they were indeed sincere in signing the Helsinki accord in sincerity and in honesty. We cannot trust them in any other agreement that we will have with them.

Mr. Speaker, I urge the adoption of the resolution.

I now yield to the gentleman from Michigan (Mr. Broomfield).

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Speaker, will the gentleman yield?

Mr. ZABELOCHI. I yield to the gentleman from Michigan.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Speaker, I rise to compliment the gentleman from Wisconsin, the chairman of our committee.

(Mr. BROOMFIELD asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Speaker, I would like to compliment Chairman Zablecki for his initiative in bringing House Concurrent Resolution 624 to the floor for immediate consideration.

When the final act of the Helsinki Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe was completed in 1975 it raised human rights among people throughout the world. Many considered the completion of the conference as a truly outstanding achievement—a landmark in worldwide diplomacy.

At this time, however, progress in the very important humanitarian area of the agreement—known as “Basket Three”—has been disturbingly disappointing. Just this week, Yuri Orlov, founder of a group to monitor violations of the Helsinki Accords in the Soviet Union, was labeled a traitor and a spy and has been sentenced to 7 years imprisonment followed by 8 years of internal exile. Moreover, the trial of Ms. Irina Orlov, his wife, was mishandled and degraded by the Soviet authorities. The victim’s name is Dr. Yuri Orlov. His crime is slandering the Soviet people and focusing on Soviet agitation and propaganda. He has been tried and found guilty. Dr. Orlov now faces up to 7 years in a prison camp and 5 more years of internal exile.

The Soviet Union would have preferred to have this dissident’s trial, and the hearings for two of Dr. Orlov’s colleagues, Anatoly Schnaier and Alexander Ginzberg, not publicized. But thanks to our free press and thanks to individual individuals throughout the world who will not allow Dr. Orlov to meet his fate without bringing his cause to light, the Soviets have failed.

The situation surrounding this gentleman’s case is ludicrous. It is incomprehensible to those of us fortunate enough to reside in the freest country in the world that members of the world community who respect and cherish freedom, this utter disdain for human rights in the U.S.S.R. is appalling.

Dr. Orlov, a Soviet nuclear physicist, acting under the guarantees of the 1975 Helsinki accords which were signed by Soviet authorities, founded a group in 1976 to monitor the Soviet Union’s compliance with the Helsinki accords. In the past 2 years there has been no progress. Dr. Orlov was permitted to send observers to the Helsinki conference, but declined to connect that concern with any other aspect of the Soviet-American Relations.

The State Department confirmed the United States had asked to send observers to the trial of Orlov and two Georgian dissidents, Zvad Gamsakhurdia and Merav Kestava, in Tbilisi.

The Georgians, like Orlov, are being tried under article 70 of the Soviet Criminal Code on a specific charge of Anti-Soviet Activities. The State Department spokesman Roden Carter said “We did not receive cooperation” in the request for U.S. observers.

As the Soviet Union shut the eyes of the world community who respect and cherish freedom, this utter disdain for human rights in the U.S.S.R. is appalling.

Concerned constituents have asked me what impact American public opinion can have on the outcome of the Orlov trial should awaken the world to the Soviet’s disdain for human rights.

Kevin Klose, who has been covering the trial for the Washington Post Foreign Service, reported:

The courtroom was packed with hand picked official spectators *** western reporters and an American diplomat assigned to the U.S. Embassy to observe the trial, were barred from the courtroom *** Mrs. Orlov was not allowed to take any notes *** The atmosphere turned ugly at the heavily controlled trial *** with his state-approved audience jeering him inside the courtroom and police harassing and scuffling with Western reporters. The trial was repeatedly delayed by the Prosecutor and the Presiding Judge prevented him from questioning the evidence against him and again prohibited him from testifying within his own defense ***
trial. Some question why Americans should become involved in this isolated trial in a far-off land.

The answers are obvious. The abuse of civil rights, whether it be in the Soviet Union, in Africa, or here in our own Nation, indirectly diminishes and erodes everyone's freedom. If human rights are allowed to be abused in the Soviet Union, they will be abrogated here at home and in other nations. The plight and predicament of our downtrodden fellow man in the U.S.S.R. gives us cause to fight strenuously and publicly on their behalf.

As long as there are some free nations and some free men and women the case of Dr. Orlov and his colleagues will not be forgotten.

Accordingly, I urge my colleagues to support House Concurrent Resolution 624 and 625 sending a clear signal to the Soviet Union that this Congress, vehemently demands the release of political prisoners, and the enhancement of the quality of life in other nations. The plight and predicament of our downtrodden fellow man is recognized by the Helsinki Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe. The plight and predicament of our downtrodden fellow man in the U.S.S.R. gives us cause to fight strenuously and publicly on their behalf.

The Soviet Government, in undertaking such actions, must realize that it is not just the people of the U.S.S.R. who are affected; it is the people of every country that is part of the international community. A power which violates international agreements made in good faith cannot expect to install a sense of trust in its partners; nor can it pick and choose the agreements to which it is convenient and expedient to adhere. I believe that respect for the will of the American people and my fellow Members of Congress when we firmly urge the Soviet Government to free the imprisoned Helsinki group members.

If this nation were to regain the sense of trust so vital to the detente process in all its manifestations. Therefore, I fully support the House concurrent resolution which expresses concern about the fact that the Soviet authorities free all members of Helsinki Monitors now in prison, and that the President and all other appropriate branches of the United States government express, at every suitable opportunity, in the strongest terms, their opposition to the treatment of these Soviet citizens who are being punished unjustly who violate international agreements made in good faith.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, in addition to that, I would like to take just 1 minute to make clear that I am deeply grateful and appreciate the initiative that the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCHEL) has taken in preparing this resolution. He has served as chairman of the Helsinki Commission since its organization. He has done yeoman work there and has been diligently following through on insuring that the objectives of the Helsinki Final Act are not forgotten by any participant.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. I yield to the gentleman from Alabama.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Speaker, I would commend the gentleman for bringing the resolution to the House because of the urgency of the trials now in progress, because of the misleading nature of those trials, and the inhuman conditions.

As each courageous Helsinki monitor speaks forward to protest the gross and continuing violations, he or she is either arrested, sent to a psychiatric hospital or exiled.

We have been reading of the trial of Yuri Orlov and the unconscionable conditions under which it is being held. Can the Soviet Government actually believe that this mockery of justice is a free and open trial or that the world will view it as such?

Can anyone really believe that a government which would hold an Anatoly Shcharansky in prison for more than a year without trial is upholding its promises to assist family reunion, protect the right to religious expression or the right even to monitor compliance with the Helsinki Final Act.

What we see in the Soviet Union today is not sporadic attempts to silence those voices who speak for the many. It is a systematic effort, in Moscow, in the Ukraine, in the U.S.S.R. Georgia, in Lithuania, in Ethiopia and for all those voices crying out in the wilderness for help.

I personally know of no individual Helsinki monitor who has not felt the heavy paw of the Soviet bear upon his or her back, the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCHEL) has taken in preparing this resolution. He has served as chairman of the Helsinki Commission since its organization. He has done yeoman work there and has been diligently following through on insuring that the objectives of the Helsinki Final Act are not forgotten by any participant.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. I yield to the gentleman from Illinois.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Certainly the gentleman from Wisconsin has brought to the attention of the Members of the House. I hate to enter a discordant note, but it seems to me that the Helsinki Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe is a mockery. I urge my colleagues to support House Concurrent Resolution 624 and 625 sending a clear signal to the Soviet Union that this Congress, vehemently demands the release of political prisoners, and the enhancement of the quality of life in other nations. The plight and predicament of our downtrodden fellow man in the U.S.S.R. gives us cause to fight strenuously and publicly on their behalf.

The Soviet Government, in undertaking such actions, must realize that it is not just the people of the U.S.S.R. who are affected; it is the people of every country that is part of the international community. A power which violates international agreements made in good faith cannot expect to install a sense of trust in its partners; nor can it pick and choose the agreements to which it is convenient and expedient to adhere. I believe that respect for the will of the American people and my fellow Members of Congress when we firmly urge the Soviet Government to free the imprisoned Helsinki group members.

If this nation were to regain the sense of trust so vital to the detente process in all its manifestations. Therefore, I fully support the House concurrent resolution which expresses concern about the fact that the Soviet authorities free all members of Helsinki Monitors now in prison, and that the President and all other appropriate branches of the United States government express, at every suitable opportunity, in the strongest terms, their opposition to the treatment of these Soviet citizens who are being punished unjustly who violate international agreements made in good faith.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, in addition to that, I would like to take just 1 minute to make clear that I am deeply grateful and appreciate the initiative that the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCHEL) has taken in preparing this resolution. He has served as chairman of the Helsinki Commission since its organization. He has done yeoman work there and has been diligently following through on insuring that the objectives of the Helsinki Final Act are not forgotten by any participant.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. I yield to the gentleman from Alabama.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Speaker, I would commend the gentleman for bringing the resolution to the House because of the urgency of the trials now in progress, because of the misleading nature of those trials, and the inhuman conditions.

As each courageous Helsinki monitor speaks forward to protest the gross and continuing violations, he or she is either arrested, sent to a psychiatric hospital or exiled.

We have been reading of the trial of Yuri Orlov and the unconscionable conditions under which it is being held. Can the Soviet Government actually believe that this mockery of justice is a free and open trial or that the world will view it as such?

Can anyone really believe that a government which would hold an Anatoly Shcharansky in prison for more than a year without trial is upholding its promises to assist family reunion, protect the right to religious expression or the right even to monitor compliance with the Helsinki Final Act.

What we see in the Soviet Union today is not sporadic attempts to silence those voices who speak for the many. It is a systematic effort, in Moscow, in the Ukraine, in the U.S.S.R. Georgia, in Lithuania, in Ethiopia and for all those voices crying out in the wilderness for help.

I personally know of no individual Helsinki monitor who has not felt the heavy paw of the Soviet bear upon his or her back, the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCHEL) has taken in preparing this resolution. He has served as chairman of the Helsinki Commission since its organization. He has done yeoman work there and has been diligently following through on insuring that the objectives of the Helsinki Final Act are not forgotten by any participant.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, in addition to that, I would like to take just 1 minute to make clear that I am deeply grateful and appreciate the initiative that the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCHEL) has taken in preparing this resolution. He has served as chairman of the Helsinki Commission since its organization. He has done yeoman work there and has been diligently following through on insuring that the objectives of the Helsinki Final Act are not forgotten by any participant.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. I yield to the gentleman from Alabama.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. I thank the gentleman for yielding.

Mr. Speaker, I would commend the gentleman for bringing the resolution to the House because of the urgency of the trials now in progress, because of the misleading nature of those trials, and the inhuman conditions.

As each courageous Helsinki monitor speaks forward to protest the gross and continuing violations, he or she is either arrested, sent to a psychiatric hospital or exiled.

We have been reading of the trial of Yuri Orlov and the unconscionable conditions under which it is being held. Can the Soviet Government actually believe that this mockery of justice is a free and open trial or that the world will view it as such?

Can anyone really believe that a government which would hold an Anatoly Shcharansky in prison for more than a year without trial is upholding its promises to assist family reunion, protect the right to religious expression or the right even to monitor compliance with the Helsinki Final Act.

What we see in the Soviet Union today is not sporadic attempts to silence those voices who speak for the many. It is a systematic effort, in Moscow, in the Ukraine, in the U.S.S.R. Georgia, in Lithuania, in Ethiopia and for all those voices crying out in the wilderness for help.

I personally know of no individual Helsinki monitor who has not felt the heavy paw of the Soviet bear upon his or her back, the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCHEL) has taken in preparing this resolution. He has served as chairman of the Helsinki Commission since its organization. He has done yeoman work there and has been diligently following through on insuring that the objectives of the Helsinki Final Act are not forgotten by any participant.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, in addition to that, I would like to take just 1 minute to make clear that I am deeply grateful and appreciate the initiative that the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCHEL) has taken in preparing this resolution. He has served as chairman of the Helsinki Commission since its organization. He has done yeoman work there and has been diligently following through on insuring that the objectives of the Helsinki Final Act are not forgotten by any participant.
complying with the promises it made at Helsinki.

For this body to remain indifferent to the bravery and self-sacrifice of these Soviet citizens who aid the work of the Helsinki monitors, would be to concur in the massive suppression of rights which is taking place in the Soviet Union.

Through the adoption of this resolution we will send a message to the Soviet Government that this performance is unacceptable and we will send a message of hope and encouragement to the Soviet people that their efforts on behalf of their own basic rights will not go unrecognized.

The Soviet Government has said it is complying with the Helsinki Final Act. I can think of no greater symbol of that compliance than the release the 22 members of the Public Groups To Promote Observance of the Helsinki Agreements in the U.S.S.R.

The failure of the Soviet Government to do so will say to the world, "our signature on paper cannot be expected to become realities in the world." Such a signature means something which our Government must consider in any future negotiations with the Government of the U.S.S.R.

Mr. Speaker, it was my privilege to serve along with the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCHEL) in the followup conference in Belgrade on the Helsinki Final Act as a delegate there, and then to serve as a delegate to the recent United Nations Human Rights Commission meeting in Geneva. At both of these places the Soviet delegation made much of the fact that they had incorporated the principles of the Helsinki Final Act into the new Constitution of the Soviet Union.

I think these trials indicate how seriously they take their own promises on paper in that Constitution and that they appeal to the world that they are empty promises and empty words. It is time for them to make their actions in line with what the basic law of their new Constitution calls for in the protection of human rights.

Mr. Speaker, earlier, I commended the gentleman from Wisconsin for bringing the attention of the Congress and the attention of the world to this very gross violation of human rights.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, earlier, I commended the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCHEL) for his labors and contributions on behalf of the Helsinki Commission. At this time I would also like to commend the gentleman from Alabama (Mr. BUCHANAN), who has also been most helpful. He did an outstanding job in representing our country at the recent Belgrade Conference on the Final Act.

I yield to the gentleman from Massachusetts (Mr. CONTE).

(Mr. CONTE asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. CONTE. Mr. Speaker, I, too, want to join with all my colleagues in commending the gentleman from Wisconsin (Mr. ZABLOCKI), the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCHEL), and the gentleman from Alabama (Mr. BUCHANAN) and join them in urging the House for swift passage of this resolution.

It is no secret-and we should not be that many Members of this Congress had, and still have, misgivings over the Helsinki agreement. I think that, without exception, these misgivings involved the question of whether the promised quid pro quo would become a reality.

There were some who left that the concessions given to the Soviet Union were justified by the promises of demonstrated goodwill by the residents of the captive nations. There were others that were convinced that the promises would never be anything but empty rhetoric.

Nonetheless, Mr. Speaker, whether we eventually supported or opposed the Helsinki agreement, I submit that both bodies of this Congress were unanimous in the hope that prayers that the agreement would draw renewed world attention to and respect for the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

As is so aptly pointed out in the resolution before us, however, the hopes and aspirations raised by the Helsinki agreement have been cruelly rebuffed by the current recent past events in the Soviet Union.

Not only has the Soviet Government failed to abide by the Helsinki agreement and the humanitarian documents it was meant to codify, the leadership of the Soviet Union has seen fit to prosecute and punish, without any respect for universally recognized principles of due process, those who have been accused of exercising their individual rights under the agreement to insure official conformity with the agreement.

Year after year, Mr. Speaker, Members of this Congress have risen on the floor during Captive Nations Week to demand the plight of, to praise the courage of, and to offer hope to freedom loving people who live under the shadow of the Soviet Union. Each year, Mr. Speaker, we have seen such a mockery made of the concept of international cooperation, world brotherhood, and multinational commitment to human rights and dignity.

Under the circumstances, an expression of sequela, sequence would be shameful; an expression of disappointment would be inadequate; a bellowing expression of outrage would be an understatement.

As members of the legislative body of the world’s greatest and most powerful democracy, and as elected representatives of people who demand and enjoy the universally recognized principles of liberty, it is incumbent upon us to speak out, today, loudly and clearly. We can do just that by passing immediately and overwhelmingly the resolution before us.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gentleman from Illinois (Mr. DERWINSKI).

(Mr. DERWINSKI asked and was given permission to revise and extend his remarks.)

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, I yield to the gentleman from New York (Mr. G. EVERETT). Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of the resolution.

I am appalled at word that a Soviet court has sentenced Yuri Orlov, organizer of the Helsinki monitoring group, to 7 years of hard labor and 5 additional years of "internal exile." I suppose the harsh sentence should have been expected, as it quickly became apparent from the start of the trial that the promises were never anything but empty rhetoric.

The trial was closed to the public with only spectators handpicked by the prosecution permitted inside. Incredibly, Orlov was not permitted to call witnesses for the defense. Andrei Sakharov was among those turned away by the zealous authorities. In the trial’s last moments, Orlov’s summation was interrupted repeatedly by well-orchestrated shouts of "traitor" and "spy" by the courtroom crowd. Orlov was not permitted to finish but was cut off after a half hour. After leaving the courthouse Mr. Orlov was apprehended and stripped naked by guards supposedly looking for hidden weapons or documents. One can go on and on. Suffice it to say that the entire proceeding was a travesty of justice.

Other show trials are expected soon. Aleksandr Podrabinek, who has worked on the Working Commission to Investigate the Abuse of Psychiatry for Political Purposes, has been arrested for refusing to give testimony against Orlov. In Tbilisi, Zvaid Gamsakhurda, noted specialist in English language and American literature a specialist in the Geopolitical Group and his colleague, sociologist Merab Kostava, are under prosecution for "slander of the Soviet state.

The trials of Aleksandr Ginsburg and Anatoly Shcharansky are expected soon.

Mr. Speaker, I join Chairman ZABLOCKI, my colleagues of the Helsinki Commission and others in offering this concurrent resolution expressing our outrage at the persecution of the Soviet Helsinki monitors. I can only hope that the Soviet Government understands the depth of our anger and disgust. It must be forgotten that not so long ago representatives of the Soviet Union affixed their signatures to the Helsinki Final Act. The very document Orlov, Shcharansky and the rest are imprisoned for trying to enforce. Soviet disregard of the Helsinki agreement can only lead many Americans to question the value of any bilateral or multilateral agreement with the Soviet Union. That would be unfortuante for the United States and
it would be unfortunate for the Soviet Union. But it is that kind of reaction the Soviets are countering in their persecution of the Helsinki monitors and in the repression of the Soviet minority groups. I urge the Government of the Soviet Union to reconsider its course before irreversible damage is done.

Mr. DERWIN. Mr. Speaker, I would like to point out that the details in the resolution and the points so powerfully made by the gentleman from Wisconsin are absolutely true. We should keep in mind that one of the greatest tragedies of our time is the intense Russification by the Soviet authorities of non-Russian peoples in the U.S.S.R. Just a few weeks ago there were attempts to eradicate Armenian and Georgian languages in those states in the U.S.S.R.

We also know of the efforts to deprive the Latvians, the Lithuanians and Estonians and others of their national heritage.

Mr. Speaker, these trials are also a deliberate attempt to stamp out what little religious liberty is left in the U.S.S.R. Christians, Jews, and others are persecuted for their religious beliefs.

I also commend the gentleman from Florida (Mr. FASCCELL) and the Commission, the gentleman chair for reprinted on the conference in Belgrade, pointing out the failure of that body to properly emphasize the denial of human rights behind the Iron Curtain.

Mr. DRINAN. Mr. Speaker, I rise in support of House Concurrent Resolution 624, urging the President to continue to express to the Soviet Government the outrage of the American people at the persecution of Soviet citizens who formed a group to monitor the U.S.S.R.'s compliance with the Helsinki Agreement.

Today another verdict was rendered in the Soviet Government's continuing, brutal repression of individuals whose only crime has been to express opinions critical of the Government. Yuri Orlov, a 35-year-old physicist and the vice chairman of the Helsinki Monitor Group, has been sentenced to 5 years in prison for his release ever since his arrest in March of last year. Mr. Sharan's only offense is that he was a member of the Helsinki Monitor Group and a desire to emigrate to Israel. The nature and the result of the trial of Yuri Orlov this week are profoundly disturbing precedents for Mr. Sharan's and Mr. Ginzburg and all others who might become victims of what is clearly a new chapter of repression and brutality by the Soviet Government.

This resolution which I am sure we will adopt today places the House of Representatives on record as backing firm action by the President to protest the U.S.S.R.'s persecution of any individual who voices any statement critical of the Government or in support of the right to emigrate. I hope that President Carter will speak firmly to express to the Soviet Government the sense of outrage and dismay at the U.S.S.R.'s actions felt by all Americans.

Mr. Speaker, I ask unanimous consent that all Members may have 5 legislative days in which to revise and extend their remarks on the concurrent resolution now under consideration.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is there objection to the request of the gentleman from Wisconsin?

There was no objection.

Mr. ZABLOCKI. Mr. Speaker, I move the previous question on the concurrent resolution.

The Previous question was ordered.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. The question is on the concurrent resolution.

The question was taken; and the SPEAKER pro tempore announced the ayes to have had it.

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Mr. Speaker, I object to the vote on the ground that a quorum is not present and the point of order that a quorum is not present.
The Clerk announced the following pairs:

Mr. John L. Burton with Mr. Carter.
Mr. Roberts with Mr. Kasten.
Mr. Mitchell of Maryland with Mr. Schuizer.
Mr. Teague with Mr. Frey.
Mr. Charles H. Wilson of California with Mr. McCloskey.
Mr. Jones of Oklahoma with Mr. Whitten.
Mr. Bauscu with Mr. Nix.
Mr. AuCoiu with Mr. TsonIag.
Mr. Breakineridge with Mr. Edgar.
Mrs. Burke of California with Mr. Cochran of Mississippi.
Mr. Cornelw with Mr. Runnels.
Mr. Stokes with Mr. Sarain.
Mr. Downey with Mr. Thornton.
Mr. Dent with Mr. Walsh.
Mr. Holland with Mr. Watkins.
Mr. Scheuer with Mr. Tucker.

So the concurrent resolution was agreed to.

A motion to reconsider was laid on the table.

The result of the vote was announced as above recorded.

A motion to reconsider was laid on the table.

The Clerk read the preamble of the concurrent resolution.

The SPEAKER pro tempore (Mr. Evans of Colorado). The Clerk will report the amendment to the preamble.

The Clerk read as follows:

Amendment to the preamble: Strike out the paragraph on page 4, lines 8 through 9 and insert the following:

Whereas Yuri Orlov, the leader and founding member of the Moscow Group, was convicted this week in the Soviet Capital for such activities and sentenced to seven years in prison camp and five years in internal exile, and Zviad Gamsakhurdia and Merab Kostava, two founding members of the Georgian Group, were brought to trial in Tbilisi this week as well to face similar charges:

The amendment to the preamble was agreed to.

A motion to reconsider was laid on the table.
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SENATE CONCURRENT RESOLUTION 88—SUBMISSION OF A CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON SOVIET TREATIES OF HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVISTS

Mr. PELL (for himself, Mr. CASE, Mr. CLARK, Mr. DOE, Mr. STONE, Mr. LEAHY, and Mr. BAYH) submitted the following concurrent resolution, which was referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations.

S. Con. Res. 88

Whereas, the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe commits the signatory countries to respect human rights and fundamental freedoms; and Whereas, the signatory states have pledged themselves to “fulfill in good faith their obligations under international law”; and Whereas, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights guarantees to all the rights of freedom of thought, conscience, religion, opinion, and expression; and Whereas, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights guarantees that everyone shall have the right of freedom of thought, conscience, religion and the right to hold opinions without interference; and Whereas, the Soviet Union signed the CSCE Final Act as a party to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and has ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; and Whereas, Principle VII of the Final Act specifically confirms the “right of the individual to know and act upon his rights and duties” in the field of human rights and Principle XXIX confirms the right of positive role by individuals in the implementation of the Final Act’s provisions; and Whereas, acting in conformity with these confirmed rights, individuals in the Soviet Union formed the Public Groups to promote observance of the Helsinki Agreement in the U.S.S.R. and sought, through those groups in Moscow, Ukraine, Lithuania, Georgia, and Armenia, to call the attention of public opinion, their own government and other Final Act signatories to documented violations of human rights by compiling and issuing open, thorough reports on official practices toward religious believers, persons seeking to refrain from religious activities abroad, persons confined in mental hospitals because of their political beliefs, persons confined in prisons, prison camps or internal exile because of their efforts to express such beliefs or disseminate their views and information; and minority groups seeking cultural and political rights in the Soviet Union; and Whereas, twenty-two members of the Public Groups and their affiliates have been punished merely for their activities and participation in the groups—two, Pyotr Grigorenko and Thomas Vencl, were stripped of citizenship while abroad and thus banned from their homeland; another, Malva Landa, had been sent into internal exile; and nineteen others, Eduard Arutyunyan, Zvidl Gamakenkhuda, Aleksandr Ginzburg, Grigory Goloshchekin, Abamarram Khlatyan, Merab Kostava, Levko Lukyanenko, Myroslav Maranyak, Mykola Matsenych, Robert Narsayan, Yuri Orlov, Viktor Smelik, Aleksandr Podrabinek, Viktor Rakhmatulzadze, Mykola Rubchik, Aleksandr Shchekotikhin, Oleg Sokolov, Bakhrushin, Oleg Stichin, Anatoly Birtukov, and Yefim Tsyklyk, and Pyotr Vina have been imprisoned; and Whereas, Soviet authorities have already invaded and convicted several Public Group members and their associates for their activities in promoting the standards of the Helsinki Final Act; and Whereas, Yuri Orlov, the leader and founding member of the Moscow Group, was convicted this week in the Soviet capital for such activities and sentenced to seven years in prison camp and five years in internal exile, and Zvidl Gamakenkhuda and Merab Kostava, two founding members of the Georgian Group, were brought to trial in Tbilisi this week as well to face similar charges; and Whereas, the activities of the Public Group and the public should be protected and not punished in accordance with the Helsinki Final Act, the Universal Declaration and the International Covenant; and Whereas, the arrests and trials of all the members of these groups call into question the intention of the Soviet Union to adhere to good faith to the International treaties and agreements to which it is a party; Now, therefore be it:

Resolved by the Senate (the House of Representatives concurring), That it is the sense of the Congress that, in conformity with the Helsinki Final Act, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and basic standards of justice, the unjustly imprisoned members and affiliates of the Soviet Helsinki Groups should be granted their freedom and allowed to pursue their lawful activities in behalf of basic human rights without further harassment, and Be it further resolved, That the Congress urges the President, the Secretary of State and other appropriate executive branch officials to continue to express at every suitable opportunity and in the strongest terms the opposition of the United States to the imprisonment of the Helsinki Group members, and Be it further resolved, That a copy of this resolution be transmitted to the Soviet Ambassador to the United States and to the Chairman of the President of the Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R.

Mr. PELL. Mr. President, the concurrent resolution which I and six of my colleagues are pleased to submit today is, in one respect, like the 1975 Helsinki accord with which it deals. Neither document has the binding force of law. Both are simply declarations of intent, but they carry great political weight.

The Soviet Union has already damaged its international standing by disregarding many provisions of the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe. The Soviet Union will also damage the development of normal U.S.-U.S.S.R. relations if it continues to punish Soviet citizens for engaging in activities which their government pledged in the Helsinki accord to respect.

The resolution, though lengthy, is simple. It calls on the leadership of the Soviet Union to cease the vicious campaign of repression begun more than a year ago against the courageous individuals in Moscow, Ukraine, Lithuania, Georgia, and Armenia who have worked to have their own government implement the basic human rights it had promised at Helsinki. Their efforts to publicize violations of the Helsinki accord—violations, in effect, of international standards of human rights—have been treated by Soviet police and courts as criminal activities. But what can be criminal, under any reasonable standard of justice, in the open discussion of such issues as the right to travel, the right to receive mail and telephone calls, the right to be free from arbitrary search, arrest or forcible psychiatric confinement, the right to practice a religious faith, the right to preserve an ethnic minority’s culture and language?

If the 22 members of the Soviet Helsinki Watch imprisoned by Soviet authorities in the last 19 months had conducted their activities secretly, perhaps one could see in their work a plot against the regime. But theirs was at worst a conspiracy of conscience. And the unjust sentences already imposed on some of them, the unconscionably long detention of others, must rest instead on the consciences of Soviet leaders.

This week in the Soviet capital the
head of the Moscow Helsinki Watch, Prof. Yuri Orlov, was convicted and sentenced to 7 years in prison camp and 5 years in internal exile in a courtroom to which no outside observers were admitted. His wife, who was allowed to attend, was harassed every time she attempted to make even a sketchy record of the trial. As a Soviet citizen, Orlov was treated the trial as though it dealt with state secrets, when, in fact, their only reason for hiding the workings of their justice from the world must be their own shame at the injustice they are perpetrating.

When Professor Orlov joined in founding the Moscow Public Group to Promote Observance of the Helsinki Agreement in the U.S.S.R. in May, 1976, he appealed to all the other Helsinki signatories to protect him and his colleagues from the repression he foresaw. These were his words:

"The problems of security in today's world are inseparable from humanitarian problems. This is the evident rationale for the human rights section of the Final Act. And if all peoples and all governments have an interest in their fulfillment. If the collection and dissemination of information on violations of these provisions is classified as crimes against the State then this undermines the very basis of the agreements and deprives them of real content and internal consistency. Therefore I appeal to the governments and parliaments of all the States participating in the European Conference including the USSR. I ask them to take steps which will protect the Moscow Group's right of freedom of conscience and association, and which will permit them to carry out their work in an unobstructive fashion in conformity with its stated purpose. I ask them to protect the members of the Group against persecution."

With this resolution the Congress of the United States calls on the Soviet leaders to end that persecution. It calls on the President of the United States to continue the protests o our Government has registered over that persecution. The resolution is needed and timely. I urge its speedy approval.

Mr. Dole, Madam President, as a member of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, and as a supporter of the concurrent resolution which will be introduced by the distinguished Senator from Rhode Island (Mr. Pell), I want to give my wholehearted support to this resolution.

The trial of Yuri Orlov, the leader and founding member of the First Helsinki Watch Group has just been concluded and the "court" has just handed down its 12-year sentence for Mr. Orlov. Everything about the trial has been a mockery of justice and in total disregard of every international human rights agreement that the Soviet Union has signed.

Their actions are also supported by principle 9, entitled Cooperation Among States, which confirms the relevant role of international organizations, as well as governments can play in reaching the goals of the Final Act.

**TRIAL VIOLATES SOVIET CONSTITUTION**

But even if the Soviet Union wanted to work parallel to the Helsinki agreements and commitments, one would think that it would abide by its own much-touted constitution. Article 49 of the Constitution states "persecution for criticisms is prohibited." Orlov declares that "citizens of the U.S.S.R. have the right to associate in public organizations that promote their political activity and initiative and satisfaction of their various interests. Public organizations in guarantee conditions for successfully performing the functions defined in their rules." Apparently the Soviet constitutional rights do not extend to all citizens equally.

That the Soviets barred reporters, dis-sidents and a U.S. observer from entering the courtroom on the first day of the trial were procedures we were told that the most basic rights of a defendant were violated and even standards of common decency were not followed. Throughout the trial, Mr. Orlov was denied the right to call witnesses on his behalf. His own attempts to cross-examine state witnesses were denied, and even his closing statement was interrupted by the presiding judge and State-appointed listeners with jeers and laughter.

Undoubtedly, Zviad Gamsakhurdia and Marab Kostavam have received an equally fair hearing in Tbilisi, Georgia, where their trial is in progress.

**TREATMENT OF MRS. ORLOV DISGRACEFUL**

The treatment of Mrs. Orlov during this time has been nothing less than disgraceful. The indignities she has had to endure at the hands of the Soviet police and prison authorities are too numerous to count. The manner in which they were carried out bring to mind the best traditions of the Nazi regime.

In attempting to analyze and understand the Soviet motivation for these trials, I am convinced there is a direct correlation between the conference on security and cooperation in Europe and the trial. I believe that had the United States and other Western nations insisted on including a human rights provision in the concluding statement that came out of Belgrade, we would not be seeing these trials today.

**SERIOUS QUESTIONS OF FUTURE U.S.-SOVIET COOPERATION**

The Soviet Union considers the bland statement as a victory for its position and a sign of weakness on the part of the West in its commitment to human rights. This is a dangerous and erroneous conclusion for the Soviets to arrive at. It can lead to serious miscalculations on their part and could endanger many future cooperative ventures.

If the Soviet Union is indeed serious about détente and cooperation with us, its actions to date do not reflect this desire. Deeds speak louder than words and those of the past few days bring the desirability of cooperation with the Soviet Union in any field under serious question.

M. CASE: Mr. President, Yuri Orlov has been tried and convicted in a Moscow City court under two Soviet statutes, one calling for a conviction for "anti-Soviet agitation" and another calling for conviction for "anti-Soviet propaganda."

Between the two statutes, under Soviet law the one concerned with anti-Soviet agitation is the more serious. The prosecutor in the case has asked for a severe sentence in light of the Orlov conviction. He has called for 7 years imprisonment and an additional 5 years in exile in the U.S.S.R. While the court may recommend a different sentence, it is likely there will be some determination by the Supreme Court for final adjudication.

**Mr. Orlov claimed he acted pursuant to the Helsinki agreements which promised certain rights and privileges to citizens of the signatory powers. However, in his presentation in the course, Mr. Orlov was not permitted to call witnesses or to establish that documents had been written, sworn in four in face of him consistent with the Helsinki accords.**

In most Western countries, and particularly in the United States, when confronted with conflicting rules and prescriptions, courts usually impose the test of what a "reasonable man" would do under such circumstances. When it can be established that a person acted on the basis of law as perceived to be, and if the person document such action consistent with the law, then he may be deemed to have met the test at hand.

With regard to Yuri Orlov, the evidence seems to be that he was not permitted to defend himself along conventional lines, nor was he permitted to raise before the court the matter of law involving the Helsinki accords. As a consequence, it is fair to say that even under Soviet procedures he was not given his rights.

The action against Yuri Orlov is indeed a serious one, for his conviction, if unreviewed, under state and purpose of the Helsinki agreements. After sentencing, Mr. Orlov does have a right of appeal—and in this case, because of its significance, the case may be heard on an immediate basis by the Supreme Soviet for final adjudication.

It seems to me that as signatories to the Helsinki accords which pledge us as well as the U.S.S.R. to adhere to certain documents and standards, that the Supreme Soviet should allow Mr. Orlov to present his case fully based on the apparent conflict of law between the constitution, "anti-Soviet agitation" and "propaganda," and the Helsinki accords. Should the Supreme Soviet fail to allow an appeal to be taken on this basis, then observation of the Helsinki agreements by the U.S.S.R. must be considered a serious question.

Because of specific American interest in this matter, as a signatory state to the Helsinki agreements, I would urge the President to urge the Soviet authorities to allow an appeal to be taken on this
basis. It would seem to me that on the well accepted principle of international law of "comity between states" that the U.S.S.R. should acquiesce in this request. In addition, should the appeal not be allowed, my members of this conflict in law, it seems to me that must matter be raised by all the signatory powers to the Helsinki agreement.

My hope is that the Soviet Union will not carry on actions against Mr. Orlov which so clearly seem to contravene the spirit, intent, and letter of the Helsinki accords. Mr. Orlov, as is well known, was the founder of the first public group in the U.S.S.R. to "Promote Observance of the Helsinki Accords." Our stake in this matter runs as deeply as does his own.  

TRIAL OF YURI ORLOV

Mr. BAYH. Mr. President, reports from the U.S.S.R. of the sentencing of human rights activist Yuri Orlov to 7 years' hard labor and 5 years internal exile has scattered the world over who are committed to the basic values of a Nation are outraged. Mr. Orlov can likewise be deplored. The incredible spectacle of Nobel Prize winner Andrei Sakharov being rushed away, Russia's police suggests as well the contempt Moscow must hold international opinion.

Let us hope, Mr. President, that the conclusion of this first proceeding against the Helsinki Watch Group is not an indication of what lies ahead for Alexander Ginzburg and Anatoly Scharansky and other Soviet citizens whose only "crime" has been to insist that their country abide by the principles contained in the Helsinki Accords. Regrettably, if the history of past political trials in the Soviet Union is any indication of future performance by Soviet authorities, the Orlov trial is a harbinger of future proceedings.

What is going on now in the Soviet Union must be condemned without hesitation or equivocation. We must act quickly to put the Senate on record to this effect. In this letter addressed to several of my colleagues today in sponsoring a resolution calling for the release of these brave individuals in order that they might be allowed to resume their lawful activities. In addition, I would hope that the President will denounce the Orlov trial and the Soviet court's harsh sentence.

Perhaps the Soviet authorities believe they are asserting the sovereignty of the U.S.S.R. by sanctioning the brutal treatment of Nobel Prize winners. They are wrong.

Perhaps Moscow truly believes that Jews and other ethnic groups can destroy the will of these people to join friends and loved ones in Israel and elsewhere they forgo.

It could be that the Kremlin thinks that by sentencing to prison men like Yuri Orlov and Anatoly Scharansky they can insulate their ideas as well. They are wrong.

And it could be that the Soviet Union thinks that we do not really mean what we say about human rights and that we in the West are pursuing, in the words of Solzhenitsyn, "prosperity at any price." They could not be more wrong.

More than anything else, the Soviet Union must understand that we are a people of values as well as interests. Those interests are not served when our basic values are outraged. To say anything less to the Kremlin at this point in our relations would be to mislead them and ourselves in our efforts to improve those relations.

May 22, 1978

EXPRESSION OF U.S. OPPOSITION TO IMPRISONMENT OF MEMBERS OF THE SOVIET HELSINKI GROUPS

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the Chair lay before the Senate a message from the House of Representatives on House Concurrent Resolution 624.

The PRESIDENT PRO Tempore. The concurrent resolution is agreed to.

Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD. Mr. President, I believe Mr. Metzenbaum has a statement he wants to make on this resolution. Before yielding the floor, I want to thank Mr. Harcl for his courtesy in yielding.

Mr. METZENBAUM. Mr. President, it is with a feeling of great sadness that I rise to ask the Senate to add its approval to that given by the House to House Concurrent Resolution 624. This resolution expresses the House's agreement on the Helsinki accord. The Congress of the United States for the brave struggle of Soviet dissidents to exercise the fundamental right to freedom of expression guaranteed to them by the final act of the Helsinki conference, the universal declaration of human rights and the international convention on civil and political rights - documents to which the Soviet Union is a signatory.

I find this a sad occasion, Mr. President, because of the shocking news that has come from Russia of the conviction of Yuri Orlov, a brave man at the vanguard of the serious crime of slandering the Soviet system. After a trial that can only be described as a scandal and a farce, Orlov was sentenced to 7 years in prison and an additional 5 years of internal exile.

Mr. President, let us consider the crimes of Yuri Orlov.

Orlov and other members of the Helsinki Monitoring Group published a report on a village called Ilyinka filled with Jews who want to leave the Soviet Union, but have been refused permission.

The people of Ilyinka are happy, say the Soviets, and to say otherwise is a crime.

The Helsinki Monitoring Group revealed that the Soviet authorities have persecuted Pentecostal religious groups. Religious persecution is no crime under the Soviet system. The crime, as Yuri Orlov has learned, is to speak out against it.

The Helsinki Monitoring Group revealed to the world that some impoverished Soviet workers wish to leave that workers' paradise in order to find better lives elsewhere. A criminal thing to report, says Soviet justice. It may be true; just do not talk about it.

Mr. President, Soviet justice has found Yuri Orlov guilty. The Communist party officials are raising his hand, to make the country look absurd, then let him put the judge in this case on trial. Let them hurl Mr. Breshein into the dock. Let them try the secret police, Yuri Orlov, and other Soviet officials who are so frightened, so insecure in their moral claim to power that they make their great country the laughingstock of the world.

Mr. President, the resolution before us today does not constitute an attempt to interfere in the internal affairs of the Soviet Union.

Rather, it represents a call to the Soviet Union to honor international obligations freely undertaken by that country.

It says to the Soviet Union that the courage of Soviet citizens is not acceptable to the rest of the world.

And it says to the Soviets that they slander themselves and they slander their system by indulging in this contemptible persecution of men and women who, I am confident, will someday be honored in the Soviet Union as the prophets of a new and better time for the Soviet people.

The PRESIDENT PRO Tempore. The question is on agreement.

The resolution (H. Con. Res. 624) was agreed to.

The preamble was agreed to.

Mr. JAVITS. Mr. President, I will just be a minute.

Mr. President, first, I would like to express my approval of the action taken by the Senate in respect to the resolution which has just been passed by the Senate unanimously, thereby concuring with the House in the matter of the administration by the Soviet Union of the promises which it made in the Helsinki declaration respecting human rights.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

May 31, 1978

Washington, May 31--Three prominent U.S. trial attorneys will testify next week before a joint Executive-Congressional commission about the current wave of repression in the Soviet Union aimed at human rights activists.

Scheduled to appear at hearings before the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe are former Attorney General Ramsey Clark, and civil rights legal experts Edward Bennett Williams and Alan Dershowitz. George Fletcher of the University of California, a noted expert on Soviet law, will also appear at the hearings, according to Rep. Dante B. Fascell, (D. Fla.), chairman of the Commission.

The hearings will focus primarily on the legal pretexts that Soviet authorities have used to arrest and try members of Helsinki Monitoring Groups who have sought to pressurize the Soviet government to comply with the human rights provisions of the Helsinki Accord. Earlier this month, a founder of the Helsinki Monitoring Group in Moscow, Yuri Orlov, was sentenced to seven years hard labor and five years internal exile for alleged anti-Soviet propaganda activities.

Clark, Williams and Dershowitz have all taken an active interest in aiding the defense of Helsinki Monitoring Group members Aleksandr Ginzburg, Anatoly Shcharansky, Mykola Rudenko and Oleksiy Tykhyy as well as Orlov. All but Ginzburg and Shcharansky, who are imprisoned awaiting trial, have been convicted and sentenced by Soviet courts because of their Helsinki related activities. U.S. attorneys have been refused permission by Soviet authorities even to attend the trials of the accused men, Fascell said.

The hearings are scheduled for 9 a.m. Tuesday, June 6 in room 2212 of the Rayburn House Office Building, where two new Commission studies will also be released. The studies include biographical information on Helsinki Monitoring Group members and background on Soviet law and legal procedures used against them.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Meg Donovan or Ester Kurz (202) 225-1901